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Best suited for scenarios where 

it will be subjected to rough 

handling, transport or extended 

periods of inclement weather. 

A lighter weight and more portable 

Simulator with externally mounted 

gas cylinders. Also includes built in 

smoke generating capability. 

Removable Sound Chamber 

can be deployed 50 feet away 

from the main enclosure for the 

ultimate in concealability. 

130+ dB Blast.  The much larger 

Sound Chamber can be oriented 

towards mounted troops for 

extreme directed effects.   

110+dB Blast.   Easily 

transported and concealed.  

Can be mounted on the exterior 

of a building or vehicle .   

X-MIT™, X-LRT™, X-COM™   Provide up to 1/2 mile range remote control for multiple Simulators. 

Keyfob   Small handheld transmitter with 100 to 150 foot range. 

RS 232/RS 485   Interface directly with your existing computer based control system. 

Hardwire   Connect directly to triggers, sensors or existing interfaces. 

Communication Options 

Accessories 

X-IED & Trigger Control Unit   Incorporate with Simulated IED, trigger and X-0 Unit to completely 

replicate IED chain.  X-IED requires X-MIT, X-LRT or X-COM Communication Option. 

Triggers & Sensors   Pressure Pads, Trip Wires, Motion Detectors or custom made. 

Smoke Attachments    Attach to X-0 Unit and use with Smoke Candles for additional effects. 

Smoke Candles   Electrically ignited, produce 40,000 cu ft of smoke for 3 minutes. 

X-ROW™   CO2 powered 

Rocket On Wire simulates 

flight of Rocket Propelled 

G r enade .  I nc l ude s 

shoulder fired launcher.   

All Explotrain® products come with a full one year manufacturer’s warranty and the BEST customer service in the business. 

Explotrain’s Original Mid-Size Simulators produce 120+dB blast effects at a cost of 10 Cents/Shot 

    X-02™        X-03 ™          X-04™ 

 X-OHW™       X-05™     X-OMG™ 

120+dB Blast.  Separate Chamber 

with Deployable Legs can be   

partially buried or submerged.       

Includes Long Range Transmitter. 

X-CAL™  Simulates small 

arms automatic fire with     

interchangeable barrels for 

different effects.  Extreme 

cold weather compatible. 


